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What’s To Be Cut?
As Revenues Slip, College Must Find Way To Cope with ‘Financial Emergency’
Administrators 
Wary of Easy 
Way To Reduce
by Steven Verburg
Professors and students aren't the 
only ones who want a say in who gets 
cut from the Grand Valley payroll 
this year and next year.
The Administrative Personnel Advis­
ory Committee was to make recom­
mendations to Provost Glenn 
Niemcyer Wednesday morning. Those 
recommendations are likely to stand 
in stark contrast-if not in complete 
opposition—to those coming from the 
faculty.
There are over 150 Administrative 
Personnel, or AP’s on campus. They 
are the dean’s, director’s and assist­
ants who work in Admissions, Finan­
cial Aid, Records, and other academic 
and non-academic offices. The group 
does not include top administrators 
who are called "unclassified person­
nel.”
Head football coach James Harkema, 
the chair of the EAP Advisory Com­
mittee, said Tuesday that the Com­
mittee’s recommendations probably 
will urge the Provost not to look at 
cutting AP’s "as the easy way to  
terminate employees”. Grand Val-
contmued on page 3
Grace Period Shortened
AN EARLY EXAMPLE of tha administrative shuffle? " If  I ’m not 
a dean, maybe I ’m not in trouble,” Dean of Students Richard Mehler 
said, noting faculty proposals to cut administrators, including deans, 
to balance the budget. "Maybe I ’ll be a Dad to all the students," he 
quipped before explaining that the alteration of his sign was merely 
an attempt to 'lighten the atmosphere" at a time when "the campus 
is cloaked in seriousness." (photo by John S. Wanat)_______ _____
Profs Eye Retrenchment A t the Top
National Loan Rate Slides Up a Notch
by Susan Collins
According to the Financial Aids 
office, students can expect changes in 
the National Direct Student Loans 
(NDSL) this Winter semester. Legis­
lation effecting the NDSL and other 
financial aid awards are being grad­
ually implemented starting Oct. 1, 
1980.
Prior to Oct. 1, a student could 
obtain a NDSL at a three percent in­
terest rate and had a nine-month grace 
period, during which time no interest is 
charged, to repay the loan upon grad­
uation. The interest rate has now in­
creased to four percent and the grace 
period has been shortened to six 
months.
According to Kenneth Fridsma 
Grand Valley’s Financial Aids 
Director, the changes were the result 
of "economic times and the cost of 
the federal government.’’
The legislation also provides for 
additional deferrals of payment, up to 
the length of time specified. These de­
ferrals being:
(1) an officer in the Commissioned 
Corps o f the Public Health Service, 
three years;
(2) a volunteer for nonprofit organi­
zations doing work similar to Vista or 
Peace Corps or a full-time volunteer 
for an organization which is exempt 
from taxation under specifications in 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 
three years;
(3) serving an internship which is re­
quired to begin professional practice 
or service, two years;
(4) temporarily totally disabled or un­
able to secure employment by reason 
of care required by a spouse who is so 
disabled, three years.
Christine Siedlecki, Financial Aids 
Assistant, says Grand Valley students 
will be asked to sign a promissory note 
with an attached addendum explaining 
the changes at registration.
Other changes in the NDSL arc an 
extension of the ten-year repayment 
period for an additonal ten years for 
low-income borrowers with repayment 
related to the borrowers income. Plus, 
aggregate loan limits of $6,000 for 
upper division undergraduate students, 
$3,000 for other undergraduates and 
$12,000 for undergraduate and gradu­
ate borrowing.
Government Guaranteed and ln- 
sureed Student Loans will also un­
dergo minor alterations effective Jan. 
1, 1981. First time borrowers will pay 
an interest rate of 9 percent, in com­
parison to 7 percent for those students 
already receiving guaranteed loans. In 
addition, the grace period will be 
shortened to six months.
Likewise, additional provisions for 
deferral of payment have also been 
incorporated into the loan program 
and new aggregate and annual loan 
maximums have been established.
A parent loan program has been 
created under which parents can
borrow up to  $3,000 per undergradu­
ate dependent child not to  exceed the 
cost of attendance minus any financial 
aid A cumulative maximum of 
$15,000 per student is set. The pro­
gram provides for an interest rate of 
9 percent and repayment of interest 
and principal must begin within 60 
days of disbursement of the loan.
However, Siedlecki says this pro­
gram will not go into effect in 
Michigan yet for a while due to 
lengthy legislative processes still need­
ing to be implemented.
by Susan Collins and Steven Verburg
President Arend Lubbers declared a 
financial emergency at Grand Valley 
Nov. 5, and faculty goverance groups 
have been moving in high gear ever 
since, putting together proposals for 
what—and who—should be cut from 
the college budget.
The professors’ overwhelming senti­
ment is that administrators, not 
faculty, should be cut to remove 
$690,000 from the budget for the 
rest of this year and $333,000 from 
next year’s expenditures.
The faculty remember the last time, 
in the winter of 1979, when Lubbers 
declared an emergency. Then profes­
sors pointed to each other’s programs 
as areas to  be trimmed.
The result was the closing of Thomas 
Jefferson College. Other colleges in 
Grand Valley's "cluster” lost faculty 
positions.
During the so-called “retrenchment” 
of 1979 Grand Valley’s organization 
as a federation, or cluster, of partly 
autonomous colleges was assailed as 
too costly because each had its own 
dean’s office. This year the federation 
is under fire again, but now the pro­
fessors are telling the administrators 
to retrench.
Sixty College of Arts and Science 
professors met Friday, unanimously 
voicing a “vote of no confidence” in 
the administration and calling for re­
ductions in the number of Grand 
Valley vice-president", deans, direct­
ors, and other top- and middle-level 
administrators.
Faculty members from the other 
colleges also said that administrative 
retrenchment was their top priority.
The budget is being cut because of 
declining tuition income and decreas­
ed aid from the state.
In a memorandum to the Student 
Senate and all Grand Valley employ­
ees, Lubbers emphasized the serious­
ness of the college’s problems.
“This decrease in the State revenue 
below that of last year’s revenue is 
unprecedented in Michigan in over 
forty years and the prospects for the 
next few months are not favorable,”
Lubbers wrote.
The President has requested a special 
Board of Control meeting for Saturday 
Nov. 5 when the guidelines and time­
table for decisions on the budget will 
be set.
Lubbers set Nov. 12 as the deadline 
for receiving comments on interim tar­
get reductions spelled out in his 
memo.
The targets represent across-the- 
board percentage cuts for each of 
Grand Valley’s major divisions. Aca­
demic Affairs, which includes the 
operation of all the colleges, is slated 
to be cut by $345,000 for the rest of 
this year, and between $140,000 and 
$720,000 for 1981-82.
Faculty members are saying those 
cuts should come first from the admin­
istrators within Academic Affairs and 
from the other division. Administra­
tion, Institutional Development, and 
Central Administration. Faculty lead­
ers say the other divisions should be 
cut more deeply than the targets 
would dictate.
Tuition Likely 
To Jump 
Another 12%
Students will feel the impact of 
Grand Valley's financial woes 
through an expected 12% tuition in­
crease for the 1981-82 school year.
Assuming the hikes will be 
across the board, the new tuition 
rates will be as follows: Under­
graduate level, Michigan resident, 
from 33.00 to 36.96; non-resident 
77.00 to 86.24. Graduate 
Michigan resident, from 43.00 to 
48.16; non-resident, 96.00 to 
107.52.
So far, these new rates arc only 
predictions. The increase is already 
included in the 1981-82 budget 
proposal to be presented to the 
Board of Control on Friday, 
November 14.
Advising Problems Vary
by Becky Burkert
As a new semester approaches, 
figuring out what classes to take can 
be a hassle. Sometimes finding an ad­
visor can be an even bigger one. The 
whole system of advising, locating an 
advisor, deciding a major and schedu­
ling the right classes causes headaches 
for both administrators and students 
alike, particularly freshmen.
Locating an advisor was a problem 
for freshman Peggy Avery. Avery, a 
College of Arts and Science student, 
majoring in legal administration, re­
ceived a card in the mail informing 
her who her advisor was. When going 
to the advisor’s office she found that 
he had taken a leave of absence. She 
was assigned another advisor.
Her new advisor directed her to 
still another advisor, a legal adminis­
tration professor whom Avery is sat­
isfied with.
"The problem," Avery said, "wasn’t 
finding an advisor who I liked but just 
finding out who it was.”
According to students and faculty 
alike, locating an advisor can be frus­
trating and is one problem of advising.
Seegcr conceded that once in a while 
a mistake is made when assigning stu­
dents an advisor, such as when a 
secretary is given a Ust of names and 
copies down the wrong social security 
number of a student; therefore giving 
that student the wrong advisor.
Mary Seeger. Assistant Dean of 
CAS, said that each CAS student is 
given a card telling them who their ad­
visor is and where to locate him or 
her. It is then up to the student to see 
the advisor.
continued on page 3
Panei Makes it Gear: Cut Administration First
“The CAS faculty are emphatic,” 
faculty senate chair Rodney Mulder 
said. “There should be administrative 
reduction, not just rearrangement’” 
The College of Arts and Science’s 
sentiment was echoed by representa­
tives of Grand Valley’s other colleges 
as the faculty senate’s Salary and 
Budget Committee wrote its recom­
mendations to the administration on 
how GVSC’s budget should be cut.
The proposals, modeled large part 
after recommendations made by the 
CAS faculty last week, call for deep-
cuts in administrative personnel.
The committee recommended cut­
ting:
•one of GVSC’s three vice-pres­
idents;
•two of the three non-academic 
deans;
•three non-academic directors;
•the executive assistant to the pres­
ident, the stadium manager, and the 
director o f international studies;
They added that “the equivalents” 
of those positions should not be added 
following cuts.
Rector’s Visit Nixed
by Steven Harwell
It was announced this week that the 
visit of the Rector of the Academy of 
Economics of Cracow in Poland, Dr. 
Antoni Fajferek, has been cancelled 
due to the current economic plight 
of Grand Valley. Arthur Hills, Execu­
tive Assistant to President Lubbers, 
said today «r the school cannot af­
ford to boat the dignitary. The can­
cellation is one o f a host of cuts that 
are expected to hit Grand Valley in 
the coming weeks.
However. Hills said that this does not 
rrtA.ngrr the present or future foreign 
ex charge programs. Presently, Grand
Valley has 126 students from 36 
different countries enrolled this fall.
On the other hand, Magda Paleczny- 
Zapp from the Center for Internation­
al Studies, said that Polish Night will 
still be held Thursday Nov. 13 from 
6 p jn . to 8:30 pjn. in the Campus 
Center conference rooms D, E, and F.
Polish Night offers the opportunity 
for students interested in the Polish 
exchange program, to talk to program 
director Batchdder, visiting Polish 
faculty members from the Academy of 
Economics ih Cracow, and students 
from Grand Valley who have previous­
ly participated in the program.
“We don’t just want someone with 
a change of title and the same salary." 
Seidman College of Business and Ad­
ministration representative John 
Bomhofen said.
“We expect that this will result in 
a net reduction,” another added.
The committee also called for 
termination of the $15,000 the college 
annually places in President Arend 
Lubbers retirement fund “until state 
aid to Grand Valley increases in terms 
of real dollars.”
Contributions to the retirement 
funds of other administrators will be 
limited to maximum amount any 
faculty member gets if the professors 
get their way.
If those cuts don't balance the 
budget, the faculty say the Center for 
International Studies, the Performing 
Arts Center, Center for the Continuing 
Education, and inter-collegiate
athletics should be “significantly re­
duced.”
The committee said the dental in­
surance plan for faculty and admin­
istrators should be eliminated.
The committee avoided making 
proposals on cuts in academic areas 
generally. Earlier, there was discussion 
of cutting programs or faculty posi­
tions within individual colleges or 
combinding one college with another.
The Executive Committee of the 
(faculty) Senate voted Nov. 7 to "re­
affirm the federation of coileges”, the 
system of four semi-autonomous colle­
giate units. Faculty groups from 
William James College and Kirkhof 
College also passed such resolutions 
this week.
When the faculty of the College of 
Arts and Science got together Nov. 7,
continued on page 3
(photo by John S. Mtanot).
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Faculty Unity?
Unity among Grand Valley's faculty? Anyone would have scoffed at 
the idea two yean ago when the administration called for a budget “re­
trenchment” process that set professon at each others throats.
In 1979 the college decided to  close Thomas Jefferson. Some pro­
fesson even spoke in favor of closing it at a Board of Control meeting. 
Almost all of the other faculty, in accordance with the process-which 
might have been called mutually-assured destruction instead of retrench­
ment argued for the other to be cut.
This time the faculty are standing together, for the time being anyway, 
to say that the administration of Grand Valley, not academic programs, 
must be cut.
They are proposing a massive "retrenchment" of the managers of the 
college through the elimination of about ten top- and middle-level ad­
ministrative positions.
Grand Valley’s administration has never been significantly reduced in 
the college’s short history. Now there is a decreased need for administra­
tion. Fewer students are enrolled now than several years ago, and 
academic programs have been shaved to the bone almost everywhere across 
campus.
This will mean relieving good people, some who have served the institu­
tion loyally for many years. Sadly, it cannot be avoided.
Two important questions remain.
The administrative retrenchment will only create a portion of the 
savings which will be needed in the next couple of years, until the econ­
omy revives and state appropriations can rise.
How much more needs to be cut? That depends in pan whether 
faculty and staff receive raises next year. Officials estimate that a six pen 
cent salary increase across the board would have to  be countered with 
$867,000 in additional budget reduction.
In academic areas where faculty salaries are highest, such as business 
and computer science, there is great pressure in favor o f raises. It is diff­
icult to  recruit faculty for teaching jobs when salaries in those fields out­
side academia are relatively generous.
One administrator warned last week that the best among us will leave if 
they arc not paid well. Another worries about stagnant salaries leading to 
a "brain drain.”
This is a troublesome prospect, but there is lin k  alternative. Academic 
programs can no longer safely be cut. We are already experiencing declin­
ing enrollment, perhaps only partly because just a handful of Thomas 
Jefferson College students remained after their college was closed. When 
other cuts and consolidations are taken into account i t ’s not difficult to 
see why enrollment has dipped.
Grand Valley is a small school. Nobody should expect to make a for­
tune here. Perhaps those who arc most mobile should seek greener 
pastures. Those who weather the storm will be part o f a college with a re­
spectable academic program.
On the other hand some salaries and hourly wages within the ranks of 
faculty, administrators, clerical workers, and maintenance employees are 
already so low that serious rebudgeting for family needs will have to be 
done if they get no raises.
What can be cut?
Likely there will be voices trying to answer that question soon. At least 
a few o f them will say that the cluster should be scrapped, or at least 
severely modified, to cut academic administrative costs and to end “pro­
gram duplication.”
What is easily forgotten is the interdependence of the collegiate units. 
Students cross register to a small degree, but many come here, and even 
mote stay here, because Grand Valley is a small college with many of the 
advantages of a small university. Four different colleges, each with its own 
style and its own substance, are what keeps Grand Valley from being 
nothing at all.
It would be nice to have a cluster but we can't afford it?
We must afford it, and we can afford it. Some minimal cuts will have 
to  be sustained in Academic Affairs, perhaps the unpopular Masters o f 
Social Work program.
But the real savings are still to be made in the area of administration.
There, salaries for throe with the highest pay should be rolled back, per­
haps drastically. Top administrators are best able to  make personal i 
fice in this painful process.
Prepare for War — But Without Me
by Chris Berry
Dear Whoever.
Every day the stockpiles get larger 
The Soviet Union adds two nuclear warheads 
one day and the United States builds three the 
next. The Soviet Union places more tanks in the 
Warsaw Pact countries and the United States feels 
it must add bombers in the NATO countries. The 
Soviet Union creates a larger standing army and 
the United States is frustrated in not being able to 
follow suit. But give her a chance, shell figure 
someway to  turn today’s youths into heart-over- 
mind Sgt. Yorks.
The plan for a peace-time draft has already 
started in morion. America is riding high on a 
wave of patriotism, mostly because of our collec­
tive hatred of other countries. Since the United 
States feels that these other countries are threaten­
ing to our image and maybe our existence, the 
majority of the people seem to favor putting a lot 
of America’s resources into the military.
Jimmy Carter’s platform changed from defense 
cuts to building up the defenses within his four 
year term is a good example of America’s switch in 
attitude as a whole. Another indicator that there 
may be a draft is seen in last summer’s required re­
gistration for all nineteen and twenty year olds. 
The draft is just a step away from registration. 
And under an increasingly conservative Reagan 
country, do not be surprised if this possibility be­
comes a reality.
This scares me. I don 't want to  spend part o f 
my life preparing to fight. I cannot see this as a 
way for me to make this world a better place.
If you have not guessed already, this essay in an 
open letter from me to the world stating why 1 
want to be a conscientious objector. The reasons 
for this personal decision will be explained shortly, 
but first I would like to explain why I decided to 
make this an open letter.
The first and obvious reason is to state my 
views before a draft is created so that I can show 
the draft board that I was a conscientious objector 
before the draft was activated, if one is put into 
action. A newspaper editorial like this more than 
fits this requirement, but a letter written to one’s 
self and notarized by some religious or civic head 
would also do the job.
The reason 1 decided to write my letter through 
a newspaper article is so others of my age know 
that there is a n  option to serving in a peace-time 
draft. 1 hope that if there arc young people with 
feelings akin to mine that they will write a per­
sonal manifesto in order not to be drafted against 
their conscience. But such letters must be written 
soon-tim e is running out!
My moral reasons for not wanting to participate 
in a peace-time draft arc many. First of all it 
strikes my logic wrong to believe that the best way 
to prevent a war is to prepare for one. That is 
what our country is doing today, and there are 
many people who believe strongly that the only 
way for the Soviets to respect us, and thus to en­
sure world peace, is through the stockpiling of 
arms. Read your history!
This is the mentality that brought World War I 
into play. Austria-Hungary, Germany, France, 
England, and Russia all stockpiled because each 
thought that their existence was more impor­
tant that the existence of mankind generally.
And to keep their individuality, their illusion of 
being better, they were ready to give up a part of 
themselves, their young men and resources and 
take pan in a war with other countries. When 
wars are looked at objectively as they are in 
history, most often they arc seen as being un­
necessary, having no real reason except pride for 
being started.
If general- and politicians have the took to 
start a war, if they are prepared, there will be a 
war.
Secondly, let’s go from history to the present.
The Soviet Union believes in a perfect future in 
communism which only can be reached through 
sacrifice. The people of the Soviet Union follow 
this belief as if it were a religion.
The United States, on the other hand, feels that 
the rights o f the individual and, for the most part, 
the Christian tcligon should come before anything 
else.
This difference might be our doom since each 
belief has not allowed for the other to exist. Be­
cause of increased technology in communication 
and transportation, today’s world is smaller than it 
has ever been, and thus, each country can no 
longer avoid the other.
Like two rivals in a classroom, who see each 
other from day to day, these countries need to 
learn, to  understand each other and live in a 
harmony without a threat of death hanging over 
our lives at all times.
Although real classroom rivals do not get along, 
the thought of killing one another never enters 
their minds because society has closed that option 
to  them. Wc put individuals in prison for killing 
out of personal gain, however, wc give medals for 
killing for collective gain. Because of the tradition 
of wars throughout history, this option is still left 
open for us in dealing with the Soviet Union. 
And, sadly, the new arms race is proving that this 
is the route wc are going to take. I only hope that 
some day a world society will stop the existence of 
wars just as each society today has set up laws 
against the killing of people within their society.
Don’t be fooled: the preparation for war and 
war itself is just like pre-meditated murder. The 
United States and the Soviet Union arc skillful 
killers who have improved over past kills to a new 
height where they can destroy whole countries 
and together the world.
Thirdly, who remembers the foot-soldiers, the 
orphans, the widows. Countries are made up of 
people, individuals, who have feelings which arc- 
universal. People of the Soviet Union are not 
machines, but humans. There were born from a 
living, breathing mother, they fall in and out of 
love, and life as a whole is as much a mvsterv to 
them as it is to us.
So how can we convince ourselves that these 
people arc sub-human creatures whose right to 
life is not as precious as ours? How can we justify 
killing them? These questions bother me.
For most of us this world is divided into two 
worlds: our personal life and events that affect 
the world. The world news to me has become the 
six-thirty soap opera. It is hard to imagine some­
times that a Brezhnef, a Jimmy Carter, and a 
Ronald Reagan exist. It is even tougher to believe 
that wc allow such people to play with our lives. 
But for the most pan, me included, we arc content 
to sit back in our own grunt-and-grind world 
where the grade of a test is more important than 
the outcome of the Iran-lraq war.
I hope, and this letter is a start, that through 
my education 111 connect my world with the six- 
thirty soap-opera world and be able to follow my 
conscience. I do need to follow my conscience 
and be my “own church" if I am to really exist.
To be governed against my will is to lessen my 
existence.
Further, in my arguement against the prepara­
tion of war, 1 ponder the waste of resources going 
into the militaries of the world.
How can governments say they are saving the 
people when they’re spending in the military robs
the people of their wealth. Not only is money and 
resources wasted, but people also.
All the time that the brightest minds use their 
knowledge to raise the technology of military 
weapons is time taken away that might have been 
used to pursue humanistic milestones such as a 
cure for cancer or how to produce a hybrid of 
wheat that doubles the amount of grain harvested 
per acre?
It is staggering to think that almost every, if 
not all, of the countries in the world use their 
resources on death rather than life. It is no 
wonder that the world is in the condition it is.
So wi.a' if we become the strongest country, if 
we have to neglect other countries, other people, 
in order to keep our high level of living. It just 
isn’t worth it.
Wc arc f -ian beings first, before we arc 
American, and wc should strive with all of our 
power v  improve this world. It may surprise us 
to find hat by helping others we can help our­
selves the best.
The essay above includes many scrambled 
thoughts on this election night. As I think about 
the votes flying in for a more conservative 
America, I grow scared of soon-coming prepara­
tion for war and a possible war itself. Because this 
possibility exists, 1 am stating my views now so 
that 1 may, I hope, persuade other to  do likewise, 
and to have a concrete text of such a view by 
which I can if I need, to present to the draft board 
to show that I am a sincere conscientious objector. 
Although there is much pressure to side with the 
group called Americans and to join their ranks if 
I’m drafted, I’m positive within myself that such 
an action would be wrong.
What would 1 do if a war really broke out? 
Well, I’m not sure.
I hope I'm never confronted with such a decis­
ion. But I am sure that I will in no way promote a 
war by helping in its preparation. The people of 
this country are great, proud, and beautiful, and 1 
love them all, but the people of the wnolc world 
are also great, proud, and beautiful, and I love 
them all.
There has to be another way! I cannot stand to 
believe that man will always be at war. And for 
my part, I can in no way help this hereditary mad­
ness called war to thrive.
With the increased change, advanced techno­
logy . and highly destructive weapons being pro­
duced, the next twenty years will probably decide 
which road, towards a heaven or a hell, mankind 
will direct this planet. I only hope that 1 can help 
in a positive manner and make this a liveble planet 
for all people.
Remember, “The link between the ape and the 
civilized man is us.”
(Merry is a College o) Arts and Science student 
and a member o f  the GVSC crew team.)
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College of Arts and Science Faculty Unanimous in Serious Session
‘I f  I'm  on the hit list —  let it  be’
by Susan Collins
{•acuity members anxious to  make policy recommendations, franbcly y 
went to Robert’s Rules o f Order, calling "point of order!" to  get the floor. 
Other faculty members reluctant to  hear repetious or any further discussion 
on a motion wearily asked the question to  be called. Controversial issues 
which threatened to split the faculty were “tabled” until the n e x t; leering.
However, there may never be a next meeting, because the group of 
over 60 College of Arts and Science faculty members were acting as an un­
official governing body last Friday and Monday. The ad hoc committee had 
what one faculty member warmly described as a “rump session", recommend­
ing options to the memo released by President Arend Lubbers last Wednesday 
announcing a $690,000 budget reduction for 1980-81.
Although an unofficial body, the faculty members intend to be heard and 
have sent their recommendations to President Lubbers. The faculty Salary 
and Budget Committee adopted their proposals with some modifications.
“ Administrative retrenchment ’ was labeled the first and highest priority 
to be considered in the decisions of future budget cuts at Grand Valley.
“We may not be able to  afford the luxury of the administration we now 
have,” said Gilbert Davis a CAS English professor.
The group outlined some specific cuts in administration positions, calling
for the reduction of the numbers of vice-presidents, deans, directors presently 
employed at Grand Valley and the elimination of other positions. Another 
recommendation called for elimination of the payment of the $15,000, paid 
annually for the President in his restricted fund for retirement, until Grand 
Valley is again financially stable.
“ I don’t know of any college (this size) which has three vice-presidents,” 
said Samir IsHak, a School of Public Service professor. “ It's a smoke screen 
a cover up of the administrative inefficiency which has been going on for 
years.”
“In order for us to  carry some weight, we'd better make some specifices,”
‘  . .  these things have been accumulating 
fo r  a long tim e’
IsHak stated, "If I’m the first name on the 'hit list’-Ie t it be.”
William Baum, a member of the Political Science Department, said, "The 
issue is the quality of leadership.”
“ Some of these people are just going to have to go,” Baum remarked.
The faculty members also expressed "a lack of confidence in the Central 
Administration, in its ability to perceive the institutional problems and to 
analyze the options to address them .”
Roelof Bijerk, a CAS psychology professor and one of the faculty selected 
as a spokesperson at the Board of Control meeting Saturday morning said, 
" I t’s (the faculty’s action), not just a reaction to the present crisis; and it
would be a big mistake to think it is a reaction of the moment.”
"We’re not just speaking here as quarrelous rabble-rousers. We arc con 
cemed with more than the loss of jobs or salary cuts. The emphasis to 
quality education has in the past been lip service by the college as a whole," 
he continued.
"Programs have been started and pushed through by the administration" 
without faculty participation, or the advice of the faculty has been totally 
ignored,” stated Bijerk.
“There is a low faculty morale and we have been trying for years to get the 
administration to recognize it. I t’s about time we heard.”
“It may look like a panic or an over-reaction to an outsider, but these 
things have been accumulating for a long time,” Bijerk concluded.
The group also recommended that the administration work towards 
eliminating course and program duplication across the campus and to con­
solidate the academic administration of the undergraduate colleges. Accord­
ing to the faculty, this action should be taken after the administrative re 
trenchment has been implemented.
The question of faculty lay-offs versus salary increases in the next year 
was touched upon by the faculty body. However, the general consensus 
was that any action in this direction at this point would deter any administra 
don reductions.
‘  The issue is the quality o f  leadership ’
r  i w i
Grand Valley Fraternity Wins A ward
GRAND V A L L E Y ’S EPSILON BETA Chapter of th« Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity receives the 
President's Club Award at the fraternity's bi-annual leadership conference held in Salem, Virginia.
The award is given annually to those chapters in Pi Kappa Phi who raise more than $1000 for the 
fraternity's national philanthropic project —P.U.S.H. (Play Units for the Severely Handicapped).
Computer Improvements Stall Out
Grand Valley has postponed in- 
defitely any upgrading of the insti­
tution’s computer facilities, accord­
ing to computer center director 
Larry Wilbur. Reacting to the cu r  
rent economic and budget situation, 
GVSC administrators have instructed 
the center to cancel plans to invest 
$1.5 million in new equipment 
which would have been phased in 
over the next five years.
For the past six months, Wilbur 
and other computer center staff 
had been negotiating with a number 
of computer suppliers to develop 
a replacement for the center’s 
Xerox-manufactured Sigma compu­
ter. That computer, now no longer 
made, was designed in the late 
1960’s and installed at Grand Valley 
in 1972.
In a letter sent to these suppliers 
last week, Grand Valley Provost 
Glenn Niemeyer stated that “in 
light of the current financial situa­
tion in the state of Michigan, it is 
inappropriate to proceed with this
procurement at this time."
“We were looking at a new com­
puter system which would have cost 
the institution about $1.5 million 
over a five-year period," Wilbur 
says. “ This system was designed 
to meet our needs through the 
1980’s.”
According to Wilbur, tentative 
plans called for delivery of the first 
components of the system in early 
1981. The computer would have 
been fully installed by 1985.
"We should be able to survive 
another year or two with the old 
computer," Wilbur predicts, "even 
though it’s been in operation for 
over eight years. But we arc at near 
maximum capacity' with our current 
system, and we certainly won’t be 
able to significantly expand our 
services.
"Our biggest concern with the old 
computer is breakdown,” he says. 
“Parts are becoming increasingly 
difficult to obtain for phased-out 
machines like the Sigma, and vendor
support is not always readily avail­
able.”
According to Wilbur, computer 
systems for businesses and educa­
tional institutions similar to  Grand 
Valley usually have a life expectancy 
of from three to seven years. It 
would be a bad investment to enlarge 
the present system at this time, he 
says, because Xerox, the original 
supplier, no longer manufactures a 
computer line.
Correction
Last week's article concerning sum­
mer faculty salaries contained an 
error. The Executive Committee of 
the Senate's (ECS) formula for com­
puting summer salary is not based 
upon the individual professor's yearly 
salary. Rather, it is based on the 
average salary of a professor at Grand 
Valley. According to John Gracki, 
Assistant Vice President, average fac­
ulty salary is $24,000.
Grad Says Law Leaves Males Dangling
Advisors from page one
But Seeger concluded that basically 
the system of advising works well for 
most students. She added that if a 
student disliked their advisor, then 
they could find another one, 
possibly an instructor that they like, 
since all professors are advisors.
Joan Charbonneau, a CAS sopho­
more, was one student who picked a 
favorite teacher to  be her advisor since 
she was never assigned one. 
Charbonneau likes the advisor that she 
now has but admitted that when she 
first registered for classes she ran into 
problems.
"When 1 first filled out my schedule 
I found out that I couldn't take this 
one class.” said Charbonneau. “ I then 
wrote down another class, which was a 
300 level course, and it was OK'd by 
one of the advisors. 1 had no idea how 
hard that class was until I got there. 
And because of it 1 almost quit going 
to  college."
Deborah Fraser, a freshman at 
William James College, ran into simi­
lar problems when scheduling. Fraser, 
who wants to major in a form of 
broadcasting, scheduled for a class that 
she later discovered was not needed. 
Fraser continued with the class de­
spite her advisor’s disapproval saying, 
“I like the advice that the advisors 
give, but that doesn’t mean that I’m 
going to follow it. I wanted to take 
that class to see if it would help me- 
Well. I wish I hadn't now."
Students and the various college ad­
vising staffs have tried to solve prob­
lems of students taking classes not 
suited for their needs. Each college 
has different but similar systems. 
William James. Kirkhof and Seidman 
colleges all assign students to an ad­
visor in their opening term- All stu­
dents have the option of switching to 
l  different advisor. Abo. all colleges 
itress that students mu* have their 
ad isor sign their registration slip 
before taking certain classes for their 
term.
What bothers some students when 
filling out class schedules at orienta- 
it that they don't know what 
i to take.
Such was the case of Pam Ferris, an 
undeclared major at CAS. Ferris re­
lated a familiar experience of most 
undeclared majors who were inter­
viewed.
“ First of all 1 was told to take dis­
tribution courses since I was unde­
clared. Well, they gave me a catalogue 
of all the classes and 1 wasn't sure 
what was distribution and what 
wasn't. ”
Ferris didn’t  mind taking the dis­
tribution courses so much as not be­
ing told why she had to have them. 
According to advisors from all of the 
four Grand Valley colleges when it 
comes to figuring out what classes 
to take, undeclared students suffer 
most.
“ Undeclared students shouldn’t feel 
frustrated at not knowing what they 
want." said Kathleen O’Shaunessy, 
Coordinator of the Social Relations 
program at William James College.
“What I do” said O'Shaunessy, “is 
to  talk about certain subjects that 
undeclared majors took in high school 
and which ones they liked. From 
there I give them suggestions for 
classes to take based on their likes and 
dislikes."
O’Shaunessy went on to sav if stu­
dents were still confused after seeing 
their advisor it is usually because the 
advisor wasn't asking enough questions 
about the student’s likes and dislikes, 
and if that was the case students 
should then seek another advisor.
Of the advisors interviewed, the 
frustration of advising came from lack 
of communication between the stu­
dent and the advisor.
“Students who do not see their 
advisors don't realize what an advant­
age it can be.” said John Tcvebaugh, 
history professor at CAS.
Tcvebaugh then went on to say that 
students who didn’t bother to see their 
advisor have no right to complain.
And for the students who aren’t ’ 
accustomed to the scheduling system, 
Tcvebaugh said, "That’s what we’re 
there for, to explain college classes 
and requirements. Even if students 
are undecided, we can still help. We’ve 
been around awhile.”
“Of course," Tcvebaugh added, 
“since it (advising) involves humans 
you’re going to find some people who 
don’t want to do it."
Administrators from page one
ley's personnel policy requires the 
college to give only thirty-days no­
tice to EAP's, while faculty members 
must receive a full /ear.
“ If a faculty member is terminated 
in December this year, the college will 
still have to  pay him until December 
of 19S1,”  Harketna explained. Ad­
ministrative employees could be cut 
almost immediately.” Harkema hopes 
these potential salary saving! for the 
college will not be a significant factor 
in decisions about who to terminate.
Faculty members have stated that ifie 
first positions to  be cut should be 
thoae things least direedy related to 
instruction. Harkema noted that some 
AP's. including the football coach, 
also have teaching sssignmrnn 
The AP recommendations will not be
as specific as faculty proposals have 
been, Harkema said, but they will ask 
that Grand Valley's organization as a 
federation of colleges be examined as 
something which could be modified 
to cut coca.
"1 don’t  think there’s any doubt 
that the college is going to be reshaped 
in the next four or five years." he 
“Is it the federation we can afford?" 
Harkema said his advisory committee 
had not yet formally approved these 
at recommendations.
Reacting to  coverage of a recent 
College o f  Arts and Science faculty 
meeting in a local newspaper, Harkema 
said he felt that the battle over the 
budget cuts “should be fought through 
the proper channels; not through the 
not through the newspapers.”
by Larry See
Bob Gallup has a problem. His pro­
blem is familiar to many males all 
across the United States. He feels he is 
being discriminated against.
Bob, a GVSC graduate, was 
divorced a couple of years ago and he 
says “males have no place to go with 
their problems.” Since that time he 
has been remarried.
And, he remarked, “things aren’t 
changing fast enough either. The rules 
are about ten to fifteen years behind. 
Rules are this, a ten-point law code, 
adopted by the legislature, in which 
99.9% of the time the wording is one- 
sexed.”
The government sponsors programs 
for women who get divorced. These 
programs include counseling, how to 
adjust, and more. The males have no 
program to lean on, this Standale re­
sident says. "Instead we are left 
insecure, almost like dangling.”
Gallup remarked he hopes to get a 
number of “woman” programs for 
men, such as counseling, to help the 
male “get over the rough spots” and 
get readjusted. He mentioned there 
are a number of state and private 
organizations which fund these pro­
grams for females, but that he doesn't 
know of one for the male sector of 
the population.
Panel
from page one
they discussed the federation system 
and resolved that “course and program 
duplication" should be eliminated, and 
that the academic administration of 
the undergraduate colleges be consoli­
dated, after suggested cuts in the ad­
ministration are made.
“As a result of the last budget crisis 
we've already made alterations in the 
federation," William James College re­
presentative Robert Mayberry said at 
the ECS meeting. Somewhere in the 
life o f an organization there mu* be a 
time when everything is not up in the 
air.”
“The modified federation deserves 
a chance,” Mayberry said.
ECS also recommended that the 
Career Planning and Counseling 
Center, the Admissions Office, the Re­
cords and Registration Office, and the 
Financial Aid Office be moved into 
the Academic Affairs Division with the 
colleges.
Gallup decided he needed to do 
something, so he joined a divorce 
group, called the “Fathers Who Care 
of Greater Grand Rapids" (FWC). 
This group went to the United Way 
and asked for some funds to start a 
center for males who suffer divorce 
problems. But, United Way refused 
them, saying they needed to meet a 
set of guidelines. For example, they 
needed fifteen full-time staff persons 
and certain other criteria v.-hirh has to 
be met.
Gallup called the United Way 
refusal “unique, because probably half 
the people who donate to '.heir 
campaign are males." He mentioned 
that he only knows of one other 
divorce group in western Michigan and 
that is based in Muskegeon. "We will 
pattern the FWC after that group.”
M en’s  Group Fights 
*Discrimination’
(HER SAY)-The Men’s Rights As­
sociation, a national group that be­
lieves men encounter more discrimina­
tion than women do. is considering a 
bovcotr against a variety of national 
and local publications.
The group charges that a number of 
publications, including Playboy, 
Esquire, Reader’s Digest. Parade and 
The New Yorker, refuse to give equal 
space to “men’s liberation" issues. 
One theory for the media’s alleged re­
fusal is rampant effeminacy in the 
media, says the organization.
R.F. Doyle, president and founder of 
the Men’s Rights Association, says, 
"Some editorial types may have diffi­
culty identifying with the problems of 
more masculine members of our sex.” 
Doyle also complains that the media 
ire “scared to death" of feministsand 
therefore refuse to print material with 
opposing viewpoints, -HER SAY
Gallup noted some goals of the 
fledgling organization.
"Wc hope to push for changing the 
laws to end male discrimination, to 
establish programs to help men in 
divorce situations, and to make the 
general public aware of how men are 
being straitjacketed.”
They also will attempt to “change 
the role of men in society and the 
attitude that exists towards them."
Anyone can belong to the FWC 
group, state Gallup. He said he is 
currently “acting” president of the 
club until elections arc held later in 
the year. Meetings are planned tenta­
tively for the Grand Rapids Junior 
College facility the first Monday of 
each month.
To conclude, Gallup had this to 
report;
“ I’ve looked for a group like this 
for three of four years before I found 
this one. 1 was on the verge of starting 
my own when I found the FWC.”
CLASSIFIEDS
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Re 
search catalog 306 pages 10,278 
descriptive listings Rush $1.00 (re­
fundable). Box 25-97C, Los Angeles, 
90025. (213) 477-8226.
Working students to groom horses 
in exchange for daily lessons. Must 
have experience and be competent. 
Serious inquiries only. (616) 
878-3232 or 878-3119. Ask for 
Julie.
HELP WANTED; Bus driver, part 
time. Mu* have chauffer's license 
and be able to obtain Michigan 
School Bus Driver’s Certificate. Pre­
vious experience operating bus-type 
vehicle desired. Apply at GVSC per­
sonnel office or "  895-6611,
ext. 21$.
ATTENTION 
BUSINESS & ADVERTISING 
MAJORS!
The Lanthom is looking for ambitious people to join 
its sales team.
Here is an oportunity for you to learn about sales, 
advertising, and the newspaper business.
For more inform ation, call 895-7803 or 895-6611 
extension 120 or 608.
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‘Frisco Workshop Provokes A Mixed Medium Of Insights From GV Visitor
CLASSROOM, SAN FRANCISCO ART Inititute (photo by Maureen Ruddy)
by Maureen Kuddy
If San Francisco had to survive 
outside of itself, it would surely per­
ish. This is not necessarily a negative 
statement, rather, it describes the 
city’s self-contained life support sys­
tem.
Art in San Francisco is the product 
of the area's compulsive creative
energy and the antithesis of the same. 
The process can be creative, while the 
end-product is switched into a self- 
destruct’ mode, or else the ends can 
be creative and the means destruc­
tive. The sensuality experienced in 
any given moment of an art form 
validities its existence.
Wandering back to the San 
Francisco Art Institute, 1 happened
upon a number of exhibits including 
photography, painting and sculpture. 
The quantity of my reactions to the 
work were mixed but good. A re­
sponse was evoked by my emotions; 
the mere fact that I was puzzled, 
shocked, intrigued, repulsed, or that I 
had to keep coming back. I was led 
on a quest to understand. Not 
necessarily to like or dislike, but to
acknowledge. An acknowledgement 
of art is an appreciation o f it, and one 
can say at least that much about art 
in San Francisco.
Since photography had been my 
major area of study while there, I 
explored a show of graduate pho­
tographers at the Art Institute. Of the 
artists three out of eight were mainly 
into color photography. One por­
trayed individuals interacting at a 
punk rock ball. Many persons might 
think of it as bizarre, beautiful and 
obscene. I thought it presented a 
fairly accurate statement.
Another photographer used color 
photography to rcinact his trip to 
Hawaii; parking lots, tourist 
busses, behind-the-scenes action (and 
non-action) at a middle-class pool 
party. The success of his imagery 
portrayed the known ordinariness of a 
Hawaii that is perhaps universal, but 
without losing touch of the true 
beauty.
Janet Dclany hung four 16 x 20 
living color prints of demolition sites 
in southeast San Francisco. One 
could clearly sec downtown land­
marks in the background and semi- 
crushed oil drums in the extreme 
foreground. Construction workers 
were blurred in the middle ground. 
Sounds mundane, yet each brick had a 
touch of class and the observer could 
not help feeling sorrow at its dc-
Lanthorn
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struction and exhilaration at the space 
left behind, a space for something 
new.
Outside of San Francisco, it is 
difficult to say whether this type of 
art would survive. Its effects are felt 
around the world shortly after the 
graduation exhibit every May at the 
Art Institute. Artists elsewhere can 
then breath a sigh of relief in knowing 
they are not alone in their vision
or form of expression. Their reaction 
might be summed up in this state­
ment- “ If they can do it and get away 
with it, so can I!
N ext Issue:
Nan-Fran Video 
Festival 80*
V - '
I r ,  *
IM MIGRANT SAN FRANC'SCO artists (photo by Maureen Ruddy)
P e rs o n a litie s ;
P ro fs Life A Wide Repetoire O f M usical Activities
by Jill Prince
Professor William Beidler came to 
Grand Valley seventeen years ago dur­
ing the second year of Grand Valley’s 
existence. Among .the many credits 
to his list of GVSC accomplishments 
he has taught such things as music 
history and introduction to music: 
he began Grand Valley's modem dance 
department, taught dance for thirteen 
years, and started a new course this 
fall, “Creative Movement for Music­
ians.”
Beidler, bom in June, 1926, has 
had a varied life. He began public 
dancing at the age of three, which he 
later taught at age nineteen. In add­
ition he has also been involved with 
such things as choreography, concerts 
and oratorio, folk song recitals, opera, 
broadway shows, and television-
With all of his previous experience, 
one wonders what brought Beidler to 
Grand Valley. "I was teaching at the 
University of Colorado at the time. I 
was raised in Frankfort, Michigan 
which is near Interlocked but my 
parents had moved to Grand Rapids, 
otherwise I would probably never have 
even heard of this college. I came 
home for the summer and there was an 
article in the paper about the idea for 
Grand Valley. . .1 was interested in the 
idea of having a state supported 
Liberal Arts College. . .1 thought it was 
tremendous that the state would sup­
port, and you don’t find that very 
often, a Liberal Arts College where 
kids who couldn't afford a private 
college could still get Liberal Arts.”
“I took a chance on this place, and
it was a chance because it was a com­
pletely unknown quantity’ in those 
days. I had eighteen warm bodies 
come through the door; some of them 
couldn’t even carry a tune, but I took 
them anyway for the choir. It was 
really neat, a neat time to go through. 
It’s much better for me now; we have 
a lot better pick of talent as far as 
producing things, but from a human 
relations angle, it was terrific! In 
those days you knew everybody.” 
Presently, the Professor is in charge 
of Grand Valley's choral program, 
teaches private voice, does public re­
lations work, and organizes all of the 
“rigamarole” involved in getting big 
groups and tours going, as well as do­
ing a lot of professional singing for 
such places as the De Vos Hall, 
womans’ clubs, recitals, and concerts. 
“Your job doesn’t stop when you 
leave here,” said Beidler. “Lots of 
times you have rehearsals at night, 
student performances, or perform­
ances of your own that you’re doing 
which all reflect on the college.”
It may rake a lot o f time and effort, 
but Beidler still likes teaching at Grand 
Valley. “ I get nothing terribly gratify­
ing as far as money is concerned, but 
1 get to do the two facets of my life 
that I like to do. 1 love to give know­
ledge and to share things musically, 
artistically, and creatively with 
students and my fellow people around 
here. And I also get to do some things 
for my own ego, which is performing.
I think that’s a very fortunate situa­
tion for anyone. If you’re creative, 
and you have a job that you can work 
like the devil at, but you also can do
PROFESSOR W ILLIAM  BEIDLER
your own creative thing. . .There are 
so many beautiful souls running 
around here; I learn a lot. I’m con­
stantly learning and I think that’s 
very, very important.”
Beidler was mistakenly scheduled 
for a recital last Friday night. “ I’m 
embarassed about that because I hate 
it when people take a thirty mile 
round trip out here and then the 
thing’s not on. . .but sometimes that 
can’t be helped; sometimes it’s just 
one of those things that gets lost be­
tween here and where it’s supposed to
g o "
(Photo courtesy of Media Relations)
Although Professor Beidler is very 
involved with his work at Grand 
Valley, he still occasionally finds time 
for other things, such as candle mak­
ing, traveling, getting out in the 
woods, and dancing. He is 
“fascinated” with the spiritual life and 
spends much time reading about and 
working at it, doing such things as 
transcendental meditation.
Even with all of his interests and in­
volvements, Professor Beidler states, 
“ I ’m very much a ‘now’ person. I 
definately want to go on teaching and 
doing the best that I can at that.”
Jethro Tull: Songs From The (Old) Wood With A New Image
by Jeffry Kodin
Jethro Tull, led by Ian Anderson, 
performed for an almost sold out 
house at Wings Stadium in Kalamazoo, 
a few weeks ago. Although the crowd 
was loud and enthusiastic, the major­
ity of the people there were not Tull 
fanatics, but a college age crowd out 
to sec a good concert and have a good 
time.
The crowd was not very involved in 
listening to White Snake, Tull’s open­
ing band. White Snake is made up of 
former Deep Purple members, and 
its musical style did resemble the old 
band, although it lacked the energy 
and enthusiasm everyone wanted. The 
crowd was too anxious for the main 
show to start and even the current hit 
“Fool For Your Love” did not slow 
down the anticipation.
As intermission was ending the 
lights began to  dim, the audience grew 
excited as they knew they were about 
to get what they had been waiting for. 
As Jethro Tull took the stage leading 
with “Black Sunday” from the group’s 
new album ‘A’, the audience was 
assured that the kind of music they 
really wanted to  bear would be played.
Toil’s style has survived throughout 
the many years the group has been
around. One noticiable change about 
the group is that of their physical 
appearance. The band was not dressed 
in 19th century clothing, as has been 
their image for many years, but in­
stead wore bright jumpsuits.
The biggest shock of all was that 
Ian Anderson had cut his hair to a 
shortness above his cars. On the back 
of the shiny new jumpsuits was the 
logo ’A’ from the new album. Accent­
ing the new image was a giant replica 
of the ’A’ that hung over the stage, 
which moved in all directions and lit 
up.
However, the physical appearance 
of the band did not change the quality 
of it's music, even with new additions 
such as Dave Pegg on the bass guitar, 
Mark Grancy on the drums, and Eddie 
Jobson on the keyboards and electric 
violin. Leaving Martin Barre on the 
lead guitar as the only long term 
member of the group. Anderson is still 
the heart of the group, providing for 
the flute and lead vocals. Anderson 
also plays other instruments in special 
solo parts throughout the night.
Even in short hair Anderson is still 
unique on the stage with his swift­
ness in moving around while playing 
the flute, and the way he danrrs to the 
music, his odd posture on the stage.
It is facinating to watch as he quickh 
changes from playing the flute to the 
vocals. Another feature about Ian that 
will seemingly never change is his 
wide-open piercing eyes.
Throughout the prcformance each 
member of the band was given a 
chance to perform a solo. The band 
did little talking between songs, and 
kept the audience excited as thev 
often pe"formed on platforms set out 
into the audience.
With the newer members in the 
band, the older songs sounded as good 
as ever, including. “Songs From the 
Wood” and “Skating Away”. There 
was definately no loss of talent and 
the band fit together as a whole 
throughout the night.
Ending the ir.ain performance with 
“Bungle in The Jungle”, it was not 
long until the band was back out on 
stage with their first encore, which 
started with a bass guitar solo and then 
went into play.cg the classic 
"Aqualung". The first encore had 
fired the crowd up even more, and 
they would not quiet down. After a 
few minutes lan .Anderson walked 
back out on stage carrying a strobe 
light on top of a large pole. As the 
band sorted to play the introduction 
to “Locomotive Breath” a hit also
from the Aqualung album, the audi­
ence was also entertained by the 
groups special effects.
After “Locomotive Breath" the 
show was over with an audiance rel­
uctant to leave after an energizing 
performance-
N ew  A rt Show
The CC Art Gallery begins a new 
show for the next two weeks. Photog­
raphers Monique Timmer of Grand 
Rapids and Jeremy Connally of Grand 
Haven will display hand tinted and 
black and white prints.
A reception for the artists will be 
held on Thursday evening, Nov. 13, 
from 6-8 30 p.m. The general public 
is invited and welcome to attend.
Both are. coincidentally, graduates of 
Michigan State, former teachers, and 
currently serve as media specialists at 
public libraries througthout their re­
spective cities.
The Gallery is open Monday through 
Friday from noon to 5 p m.
by Rob Villo
Genesis Thrives On Changes
1974 meant the release of the all-time great Genesis album, The Lamb 
Lies Down On Broadway This is a double-record package folowing a com­
plete fantasy story on sides one through four. Written by Gabriel, it is 
astounding to  see just how creative this guy is. The Lamb album was an ex­
periment that worked. Lyrically, it may have been too excessive in content, 
because after The Lamb Gabriel called it quits. He wanted to go solo, not 
to be bothered by a conglomerate effort of musicians writing the tunes.
To date, Gabriel has released three successful efforts which appeal to 
even the most-biased Genesis fan.
Genesis fans were shocked when Gabriel left. Drummer Phil Collins took 
over the reins o f lead voice featuring his debut on A Trick o f  the Tail Re­
leased in late 1975, questions like,can Genesis make it without Gabriel were 
brought up. Much to their doubtfulness, Collins turned out to be a sensa­
tional vocalist. While vocally very similar to Gabriel, he is not quite the 
showman Gabriel was. Nonetheless, he has that rich tone Genesis needs to 
carry their melodies and harmonies.
The 1976 release, entitled Wind and Wutbering added another instant 
classic to their mighty repertoire. 1977 hosted the onslaught of a double- 
“ livc” album. Seconds Out Highlights included “live renditions of early 
works “The Musical Box’, 'Supper’s Ready’’ and the amazing “Cinema 
Show.”
1978, however, was not a successful year for the band. Disappointment 
hung in the air for a lot o f fans. A sjberb guitarist for manv years, Steve 
Mackett left the band; like Gabriel, for musical differences. And Then 
There Were Three was tossed onto the market. Genesis, now a three-piece 
band (Collins, Rutherford, and Banks), put out an LP of dense and incom­
pletely written material, lacking in comparison with earlier efforts.
The first notable musical change came with the first membership change, 
occurring with the release of Nursery Crymes in 1971. Drummer John 
Mayhew and guitarist Anthony Phillips were replaced by the now famous 
Phil Collins and Steve Hackett. This is when the group began to dive into 
fictitious lyric themes.
Genesis, an extremely talented British group, has presented provocative 
passages through their music and lyrics. Keyboards ring vibrantly, adding 
color to their progressive rock paintings. Acoustic and electric guitars 
create an aura of unearthly sounds resonating from intricately-arranged 
melodies.
The rhythm section not only keeps time in rhythms of 7/4, 11/4, and 
7/8, but they tint their beats with streams of rhythmic riffing. Moog-Taurus 
bass pedals are often featured, keeping the sustained “lows” in the spotlight. 
The drumming is spectacular to say the least. The song lyrics are often 
short story’ themes of fiction and fantasy.
When you hear Genesis, you're not only listening to beautiful music, 
you’re following stories that provoke pictorial images of what they’re trying 
to express. Genesis is, no doubt, a perfect example of art-rock, belonging in 
the same category as Rush; Emerson, I jk e  and Palmer; Yes or Pink Floyd.
Now that you know what they are, you might want to  know why 
Genesis sounds the way they do.
Forming in the latter 60’s, Genesis began as Peter Gabriel (lead vocalist), 
Tony Banks (keyboardist). Michael Rutherford (bassist). Anthony Phillips 
(guitanst) and John Mayhew (percussionist). More than ten years later, 
Rutherford (who now duels on bass and guitar), and Banks remain «Grh ru . 
addition or rnn Gollins as lead vocalist and percussionist.
By 1980, Genesis tans had seen a oucxettul ot concert appearances, 
much to their enjoyment. However, waiting for their next album was hard; 
did they' still have their magic touch?
The touch was intact, as the beginning of the decade saw the release of 
Duke -  their latest The musk is fresh and new, considerably more impres­
sive than their previous effort. Duke sounds much like Wind and Withering 
at times. However, tunes like “Turn It On Again” and "Misunderstanding” 
are totally new.
With a reduced membership. Genesis has struggled to keep it together. 
After a couple of albums under their belts-the tno has shown musical de­
velopment alncadv.
After all of these changes they’ve been through, one might want to hang 
n up. but Genesis has followed a different storyline. With people coming 
and going and muse fads shifting continuously, each member had to expand 
their individuality. This, in turn, expanded the whole band’s style. “ Excel­
lence is only one word for them, and just as that word will never leave the 
pages of the dictionary, nekher will Genesis disappear from musical mast 
cry.
THE GVSC CHAMBER ORCHESTRA praparn for thair first concert (photo by John S. Wanat).
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Mabrey,Orchestra Slated For Sunday Debut
by Jill Prince
The Grand Valley Chamber Orch­
estra will hold its first concert Sunday, 
November 16 at 3 p.m. in the Louis 
Armstrong theater. The Sunday con­
cert, which is free and open to the 
public will last approximately one 
hour and fifteen minutes.
"In preparation for the program, 
the orchestra,” according to  Marsha 
Mabrey orchestra conductor, "has 
been rehearsing since school started. 
They have two rehearsal sessions a 
week which run for two hours on 
Tuesday evenings and Thursday after­
noons . . . hopefully, by this week­
end, everything will click, everything
will go together and theyll provide a 
finished product both for themselves 
and also for the audience.”
The fourty-four member orchestra 
wtl! perform four pieces Fgmint 
Overture, Opus 84 by Ludwig Van 
Beethoven. Symphony No. 104 in I) 
Major by Joseph Haydn. Oberon 
Overture by Carl Maria Von Weber, 
and Piano Concerto No. 3 in C minor, 
Opus 37 by Ludwig Van Recthoven.
As a highlight to the program, the 
Orchestra will only perform the first 
movement of Piano Concerto No. 3 in 
C minor, Opus 37. “ It's rather a 
special event for us because we have 
one of our resident faculty members 
(Julianne Vanden Wyngaard) who will
be performing as guest pianist with 
us.”
The orchestra began its existance 
with Mabrey as conductor this 
.September. “Our orchestra has really 
developed into a very, verv workable 
situation this semester at a very, very 
fast pace . . . I found that our com­
munity people and our high school 
students arc working very, very well 
with our students on campus There 
has been a nice exchange between 
them.”
With only four days until the per­
formance, Mahrey said "I'm pleased 
with what they've done so far. I think 
it will be a very good first concert!”
LP Review Singles Out The Best And Then Some
by Steve Aldrich
ANY TRO UBLE—"Where Are All the Nice Girls?” (Stiff)
Did you ever notice that all the bands who’ve fallen under the spell of Elvis 
Costello come out sounding like This Year’s Model re-runs? Any Trouble takes 
a different route, opting closer to Costello's debut, "My Aim is True.” Clive 
Gregson emerges as a songwriter to be reckoned with, even if at times Any 
Trouble sound locked into mid-70’s pub rock. Nevertheless, this debut set has 
been a personal favorite for months, and one of this year's better efforts.
BLACK U HU RU -“Sensimillia” (Mango)
BLACK SLATE (Alligator)
Americans starved for great reggae will get a rare feast out of these two. 
"Sensimillia” is the second album from Michael Rose’s Black Uhuru, and what a 
monster it is! This New York-based vocal trio team up with the ubiquitous 
Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shakespear and come up with the most crucial heavy 
sounds since Winston Rodney first walked into Harry J .’s studio. Black Slate’s 
long-overdue debut is as lush as Rose’s set is hard. Black Slate is very soulful 
and smooth, without resorting to  Third World's crossover stunts, and is immed­
iately accessable to reggae skeptics. For the believers, these sets are essential.
JOHNNY CASH- “Rockabilly Blues” (Columbia)
After a few bleak years. Big John is sounding better than ever, on his second 
consecutive solid album. After the gothic production of last year’s Silver, the 
new album is stripped down to the basics. And yes, the man in black really does 
meet up with Rockpile for one track, but sorry, that one gets overshadowed by 
Billy Joe Shavers’ "The Cowboy Who Started the Fight.”
DIRE STRA lTS-“Making Movies” (Warner Bros.)
Those who thought the Straits’ debut was a one-shot fluke, and wrote these 
guys off with the flaccid "Communique,” should be in for quite a shock with 
this third album. Making Movies transcends the pleasant pub rock of the earlier 
albums and finds Dire Straits alive and kicking. Despite the loss of a guitarist, 
Jimmy lovine’s production makes the band sound bigger than ever, with some 
additional help from E-Streeter Roy Bittan. Mark Knopfler’s guitar and songs 
are crafty as ever. Making Movies is the work of a band that had to "click” 
this time around, and they've met their challenge admirably.
THE INMATES-"Shot in the Dark” (Polydor)
The Inmates arc a classic British R and B band in the tradition of the early 
Stones who’ve absorbed a good deal of 60 ’s punk and rockabilly as well. Shot 
in the Dark is a tremendous album from a band that understands precisely what 
classic rock n ’ roll is all about.
INTI .TE «V (Virgin)
I found Interview's debut last year to be lots of fluff and little substance. 
Maybe I should've listened harder. The untitled follow-up set is a collection of 
tough, gritty, compelling songs from a band who sound like they have their 
backs to the wall, yet this music is far from abrasive and is in fact intelligently 
crafted pop music. Well worth checking out.
THE POLICE—"Zcnyatta Mondatta” (A 8c M)
I hold the opinion that it really doesn’t matter what the Police play, it’s 
simply that we like the sound of what they play, a sound recognizable through a 
set of tin can telephones at 20 paces. Zcnyatta Mondatta (which docs not 
translate, by the way) is such a transparent album, there's times when you might 
not even realize you’re listening to  it (note that I didn’t say "muzak”). Despite 
the fact that there's barely a memorable tunc here, the instrumental excursions 
are sharp. Now that 1 think of it, maybe this is actually the perfect Police 
album.
ROCKPILE-"Seconds of Pleasure” (Columbia)
Rockpilc’s (being Nick Lowe, Dave Edmunds, Billy Brcmncr, and Terry 
Williams) first labeled collective effort is not the kind of stuff to toppic tall 
buildings. Nick, Dave, and Billy can still come up with some mighty impressive 
tunes, as well as some swell covers from Creation, the Fab Thunderbirds. and 
even Brinsley Schwarz. Can four old rockers pushing fourty still kick it out? 
Sure, why not . . .
STIFF LITTLE FINGERS—"Hanx” (Chrysalis)
Some folks think that growing up in Beverly Hills and totalling out the 
'vette that daddy gave you for your high school graduation makes a good back­
ground for punk rock. On the other hand, Jake Burns grew up in a neighbor­
hood filled with British troops, tripping over barbed wire while dodging car 
bomb blasts. Stiff Little Fingers is one of the last and always one of the best 
"out-and-out” punk bands g ring. While this live rundown of their first three 
years may be a little premature at this stage, i t ’s no less welcome. This music 
is tough, angry, and essential.
XTC—"Black Sea" (Virgin/RSO)
XTC’s fourth album is the culmination of what the first three have led to. 
Most American fans arc unaware of the scope of their influence, yet their im­
pact has been immeasurable. Black Sea is at once contemporary, instantly 
hummable, and great dance music, scoring solidly where others like The Cars 
and the Police have only skirted the targets. Wanna know what the next big 
thing is? Could be right here.
A GVSC STUDENT renders a trumpet soio during Sandorama last 
Wednesday (photo by Bob Stofer).
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What’s Happening
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to 
the Forum -a musical comedy. Community 
Center, Grand Haven. Tues - Thurs 11*13, 
7:30 p.m. $4.00, general, $2.00 special. 
Dinner/Theatre Package available. For more 
info call 842-0700.
Annual Fashion Show and Dance spon­
sored by Afro-American Association. Sat., 
Nov. 15, 9-2 p.m. in the CC Multi-purpose 
Rm Show includes fashions by Gantos, 
Hudsons, Chess Mates. Tickets $3. Music 
by Savoir Faire.
Harlem G lobetro tters-Grand Center Civic 
Auditorium, Mon., Nov. 1 7 ,7 :30 p.m.
All tickets reserved at $6 and $7.
Faiffer's Paople-a psychological cartoon 
comedy by Jules Feiffer will be presented 
Wed., Dec. 3 at noon, also Dec. 4-5 Thur.- 
Fri, at 4 p.m. CC Theatre. Tickets $1 
student, $2 general admission.
Ain't Miabehavin'-the Fats Waller musical 
will be at Miller auditorium. Fri., Nov.
11-15, 8 p.m. Tickets $10, $8. $6
Voyager to the Giant Planets- continues 
at the GR Museum Planetarium thru 
Nov. 30 with shows at 2:30 p.m. Sat. and 
Sun. $1 general, 75 cents student.
Seed Coffeehouse-presents the jazzy-bluw 
sounds of Peter (Madcat) Ruth Friday, 
Nov. 14, 11:30-1 p.m., downstairs CC, 
Free.
Sunday-Monday Football-on the big screen 
Sunday afternoon and Monday niteat 9 
in the CC lounge. Free.
The Jazz Singer-considered the first talking 
feature by many film historians. Nov. 17 
GR Museum, 7 :30, Multipurpose Rm.
$1 members, $2 general.
The Illuminating Engineering Society is
holding a seminar on the new lighting 
regulations which are a guide to determing 
appropriate lighting levels. Contact Robert 
Tidy at 458-3356 for more info.
Grand Valley Chamber Orchestra-w ill 
perform Sun., Nov. 16, 3 p.m., CFAC-LAT. 
Free.
Geoflicks "C loud Over Coral Reef" Mon., 
Nov. 17, noon, and "Wealth Out o f Waste" 
Wed., Nov. 19, 11 a.m. 118 L ou tit.
Music in  Grand - 1840 1940 exhib it held 
in conjunction  w ith  the opening o f the 
Grand Center. E xhib it includes a series 
o f Sunday afternoon concerts. Museum 
hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Mon -Fri.,
1-5 Sat., Sun., and holidays.
Photography Exhibits by M onique Timmer 
and Jeremy Connaly shown in the Campus 
Center A rt Gallery. Nov. 10-20.
High A nxiety -C om edy shown Sun.,
Nov. 16. 7 p.m. 132 MAN. $1
Whet's Happening welcomes notices of 
i l l  campus or campus-related events. 
Information must be submitted one week 
prior to the issue publication is desired 
(Larvthorn is distributed late Wed.), 
•long with sponsor name and number 
to Arts/Entertainment Editor, The 
Larvthorn. AH notices subject to editing
Student Senate 
Programming Committee 
presents the movie:
‘ ‘The R o se  ’ ’
Starring Bette Midler
Saturday, Nov. 15,1980 
7 p.m. Louis Armstrong Ttieatre 
Admission $1.00
NOV 17-23
20% OFF
ALL CHILDREN’S BOOKS
IA book is a place 
where you can go 
|  w henever you wish:
I just open it up 
|  and step in!
For if you can read 
you can sail seven seas,
I explore lost kingdoms 
|  with magic keys . . .
Climb snowy mountains, 
j Fly to the moon.
Speak with ghosts,
| Hear mermaids croon . . .
Swim with whales 
through sea-green depths,
| Tame wild horses and . . . 
When you come back 
& close your book 
& sit there with a dreamy,
| faraway look . . .
It’s because you 
know you can go 
j anywhere you want 
whenever you wish—
| just open a book 
and step in!
STORY HOURS
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE 
WED, NOV 19 2 -3  p.m.
(3  - 7 year olds only, PLEASE)
► STORYBOOK CHARACTER •F R E E  BOOK DRAWING 
•  FREE BOOKMARKS •C H R IS T M A S  GIFT IDEAS 
(RSVP COUPON AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORE)
’y J K
SPECIALLY SELECTED 
CHILDREN'S CLOTHING SALE
•  HOODED SWEATSHIRT 
•  GVSC SWEATSHIRT 
•  VARSITY V-NECK SWEATER
\L
CAMPUS®
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When in Doubt
‘Go Italian *
by Peter Klem
(CPS) You're studying for your lit 
class when the standard screenwriting 
fantasy overtakes you. Wow, you 
gush to yourself, what a terrific movie 
this book would make. And no one's 
done it before. You see it all clearly: 
the credits, the lighting, the climax.
Then, of course, you sink back into 
reality, and return to your studying.
One student who didn't give up the 
fantasy was one Michael Fitzgerald, 
who long ago figured he could make 
Flannery O'Connor’s Wise Blood into 
a movie, although it had been so 
frequently deemed ''uncommercial" 
that about the only place a student 
could encounter the story was in one 
of Fitzgerald's lit classes.
Well, it took Fitzgerald, who is now 
29, years to bring his screenwriting 
fantasy to life. But he did it. His 
"Wise Blood” was finally made on a 
$2 million budget. Opening to crit­
ical raves in New York several months 
ago, it is just now going into wider 
release around the country.
Fitzgerald started by figuring the way 
to  make movies was to move to I.os 
Angeles and become a screenwriter. 
He made the trip with his brother, 
only to find that "young screenwriters 
who go out to LA. tend not to be 
successful, and weren’t being success­
ful."
But in I.. A. he heard that a Canadian 
investor held the rights to Wiae Blood, 
and planned to film it. Flannery 
O'Connor had written the story whi e 
living with the Fitzgeralds in 1950. 
When Fitzgerald read the Canadian’s 
screenplay, though, he was appalled. 
“It was one of the worst travesties of 
a piece of literature I’d ever seen.” 
Through family tics, he made his 
move at last. O’Connor’s mother, 
happily enough, transferred the rights 
to the young Fitzgerald. “So then I 
hail to make a picture,” he sighs.
First, he tried to interest a top-notch 
director in the project, and chose John 
Huston. Fitzgerald remembered 
Huston from boarding school days 
when Huston lived in the west of 
Ireland. Huston then was “a great per­
sonage, a flamboyant man living in a 
castle, with a stream of world celeb­
rities coming by every day. He be­
came synonymous with films to me."
But Fitzgerald had to track Huston 
to Mexico before getting the veteran's 
agreement to  direct the still-vaporous 
project.
Even landing Huston was no guaran­
tee of progress. Huston's most recent 
films had been commercial flops. “He 
wasn’t 'on the charts,”’ Fitzgerald 
notes. "And he wasn’t under 30, and 
that seems to be a criminal offense in 
Hollywood.”
So raising money for the film was a 
herculean chore. “The years went
by," he recalls. At one point, while 
watching TV together in a L.A. hotel 
room, Huston told Fitzgerald,
"YTcnow Mike, you can’t spend your 
life doing something that can t be 
done.”
Fitzgerald was undeterred. "I had to 
do it.”
At last he went overseas, where he 
got 90 percent of his financing. 
“When no one else will give you mon­
ey to make a picture, Italian television 
will,” he smiles.
The resulting picture is almost as 
hard to take as it was to make. Scrup­
ulously faithful to O’Connor’s prose, 
the film tells a disturbing story of 
faith and cynical faith healing.
But Fitzgerald, like O’Connor, in­
sists the story is a "comedy.” "AH 
true comedy,” O’Connor once wrote, 
“is about matters of life and death.”
And true to form, young producer 
Fitzgerald is planning further, "impos­
sible” projects. He’s currently pro­
ducing Proust’s Remembrance of 
Things Past from a legendary Harold 
Pinter screenplay that’s languished 
eight years with a reputation as “un­
commercial.”
Next will be Under the Volcano, 
Malcolm Lowry’s account of an al- 
cholic’s "deliberate descent into the 
pits of hell."
Pulling such projects through “re­
quires becoming a professional,” 
Fitzgerald counsels. “You have to 
learn how, and schools provide only 
theory, which is only one-hundreth 
of it.
“ If anyone wants to make a picture, 
find a picture that is worth making. 
The essential significance of (having 
made “Wise Blood”) is that anyone 
can make any picture,” he summa­
rizes.
Bros, Sisters Need Help
by Steve Harwell
The Big Brothers and Big Sisters 
program, associated with the D.A. 
Blodgett Homes for Children, is look­
ing for volunteers to fill in the some 
100 vacancies.
"There aren't enough volunteers 
for the number of little brothers,” 
says Kam Chattulani, School of Edu­
cation counselor here at Grand Valley.
Chattulani stressed that he en­
courages students to volunteer.
"It takes a commitment to share. 
It doesn’t have the things we take for 
granted,” he said.
Chattulani got interested in the 
Big Brother program five years ago. 
Being a former teacher, he missed 
working with children and decided to 
volunteer his services. So far he has 
been “big brother” to three boys.
Sharon Sherd, a secretary at the 
School o f Education, is another cam­
pus volunteer in the Big Sister pro­
gram. Sherd has just recently cele­
brated one year with the program.
"I think that male students should 
get involved with the program,” she 
said. "It doesn't take that much, and 
it means so much to them.”
Volunteers must be 20 years old, 
have access to a car, and be willing to 
make a minimum of one-year commit­
ment to  the child. A volunteer should 
see the child on a weekly basis for 
about three to five hours. The ability 
to reach out and provide a warm, 
accepting friendship is most import­
ant.
Anyone interested in being a Big 
Brother or Big Sister for a fatherless 
boy or girt, may phone 451-2021 to 
learn more about the program.
"It takes a commitment to share. 
It doesn’t take a lot of money, just a 
little time to help a child who doesn’t 
have the things we take for granted,” 
he said.
Car Pooling Service Pushed
During the week of November 17 thru November 21 the Campus 
Center Services Office will be taking applications for the carpool program 
offered for winter semester outside the exit of the Multi-Purpose Room 
located in the Campus Center. This program is offered to all interested 
faculty, staff and students.
The information which is fed into the computer from application is 
compiled on a print-out sheet which is then mailed to every carpooler. 
These print-outs are divided into zones and contain names, addresses, 
phone numbers, and schedules of other interested carpoolers in the same 
area. It is then up to the individuals to call other individuals in their zone 
with comparable schedules.
.Vpplications will be accepted through January 12, final registration for 
uer semester, and should be submitted to the Campus Center Services 
fice located in the Student Affairs Offices, Campus Center. Those who 
tcred for fall semester .mist re-register for winter semester. For more 
r .jh  or questions, conta t Kathy Sullivan at ext. 596.
\
This Fire Is Under Control
M O N D A Y’S FIRE EXTINGUISHER DEMONSTRATION by tha Kirkof Chapter of tha 
American Society of Safety Engineers raises a cloud of smoka (photo by Sue Kazlaw).
Student Senate
Will Make Its 
Proposals Today
Student Senate formed a subcom­
mittee Monday to  make recommenda 
tions on how Grand Valley's budget 
should be cut. The group was to  make 
its recommendation to the adminis­
tration Thursday.
"Our voice does matter in this," 
President Lenore Knox said. ‘"This is 
nor a time to keep quiet.”
Vice-president Ronald VanSteeland 
explained the target reductions to  the 
Senate saying, "N obody’s doubting 
that well have less next year-the ques­
tion is how much less.”
VanSteeland said that there were 
no plans for altering bus service this 
year and that “w ell look at student 
(financial) aid again, but I doubt if it 
will be cut.”
He said salary increases might be 
had by Grand Valley employees next 
year because ' i f  we don't keep the sal­
aries up. . . w ell lose the best people.”
Nader’s PIRGs Decline on Some Campuses
(CPS)-At Inciana University, 
InPIRG the Indi' r.a Public Interest 
Research Group has received less than 
half of the student backing it got last 
year. .’f the trend continues, its 
staffers sn ■, it could be out of busi­
ness by this time next year.
Iowa State University’s citizen re­
search organization IPIKG—collected 
$9000 from student fees in 1979, 
compared to  $18,000 in 1978. This 
semester, it raised the student fee from 
one to two dollars. It hasn’t helped.
And at Davidson College in North 
Carolina, the P1RG chapter barely has 
been kept alive by a massive public­
ity drive that may have already hit its 
peak.
From these indications, it appears 
that PIRG branches across the nation 
are staggering. Buffeted by adminis 
trative opposition and perhaps student 
apathy, the public interest movement, 
begun in 1970 by consumer activist 
Ralph Nader, may have run its course 
at several campuses.
But in Washington, a Nader aide says 
the PIRG network, if anything, has 
become stronger in the last two years, 
and has "improved its techniques 
from lobbying to recruiting.”
“PIRGs are increasing their sophist­
ication,” contends aide David Jones, 
“ and they seem to becoming more 
skilled in the ways they deal with soc­
ial problems.”
Jones even brags that a recent count 
shows PIRG has spread to approxi­
mately 140 chapters in 25 states. He 
indicates that is a clear signal that the 
student consumer movement to fight 
the huge and powerful utilities and 
certain private companies is gaining 
momentum.
Yet three of the new chapters Jones 
cited as examples of growth do not 
seem very well endowed for battles 
with big business. One new branch, at 
Framingham State College in 
Massachusetts, consists of about 10 
volunteers who sit at a table on cam­
pus several hours a week. They have 
no phone or office. Their pamphlets 
and other equipment are stored in 
the campus women’s center. Two 
other new branches also do not have 
offices.
Moreover, students have actively re­
jected establishing PIRG chapters at 
several universities. A measure to 
allow a CALPIRG funding check-off 
box on UCLA registration forms 
failed by a spare 33 votes last May. 
At Rutgers, three law students have 
begun a class action suit to make PIRG 
funding there voluntary.
And if things don’t get better soon at 
Indiana, the PIRG effort there may be 
reduced to the same sort o f homeless 
status as some of its newer, sister 
branches.
In 1979, 11 percent of the Indiana 
students marked its support for the 
group in the regular registration form, 
contributing $1.50 per person to the 
campaign. But even though this sem­
ester’s fee was hiked to S2, PIRG only 
raised about 70 percent of the amount 
it got last year. More ominously, the 
group failed to receive the support 
o f 10 percent o f the campus popula­
tion. Consequently it could lose its 
position on the university's registra­
tion forms next year. Without that 
listing, the group would face certain 
disaster, according to InPIRG staff 
director Dan Howell.
This year’s loss of revenue-from near­
ly $6000 to $4200 coupled with the
threat of losing its place on the regist­
ration form has frightened Howell 
into believing that it may be forced to 
become an all-volunteer organization 
next year.
“ If wc- don’t have enough money to 
hire someone with solid research 
skills,” Howell says, "and some know­
ledge of legislative activities, then wc 
can’t be effective."
Howell says he admires the dedica­
tion of volunteer students, but com­
plains "they just do not have the ex­
pertise that PIRG needs.”
The blame for the group’s failure to 
raise adequate funds and garner stu­
dent support, Howell contends, be­
longs to the school’s administrators. 
He points to a number of adminis­
trative technicalities which made the 
registration form more complex, and 
thus more difficult for students to 
affirm their support.
"The box for marking ‘no’ was be­
fore the one with 'yes’, and the PIRG 
listing was explained at the same table 
with other things on the form. It 
made everything so complicated," he 
argues.
But his discontent centers around
what he calls the administration’s 
"opposition to  our goals.”  He says 
that PIRG’s attacks on the big indust­
ries and utilities in town have gen­
erated local business pressures on the 
university to curtail PIKG’s effect- 
tiveness.
"Big business h«s certainly tried to 
get the administration to stop us, and 
it causes me to wonder whether it’s 
a deliberate attempt to hurt us with 
these hassles.
After all, the president of the uni­
versity, John Ryan, is on the board of 
Indiana Bell, one of the companies 
we've been fighting,” Howell says.
For example, Howell complains, the 
yearbook will be allowed to  stay on 
the registration checkoff system even 
though it regularly collects less than 
the required 10 percent support.
Indiana Vice President Kenneth Gros 
Louis argues the school decided that 
certain items, like the yearbook, get 
waivers from the 10 percent require­
ment because “i t ’s an academic, not a 
political thing.” He also denies any 
complicity between the administration 
and private businesses to stop InPRIG. 
Dave Jones says university adminis­
trators have become increasingly in­
volved in the affairs of PIRG chapters 
since it does threaten many of their 
friends in the business community.
"As we’ve become more effective, 
businesses have become more sophist­
icated in their attempts to stop us. 
They are certainly more opposed to 
us than they used to  be,” Jones says.
Jones adds that any recent financial 
difficulties among PIRG chapters can 
probably be mostly attributed to  that 
kind o f administration interference.
Indeed, Indiana isn’t the only campus 
where administrators have inhibited 
the PIRGs’ fundraising efforts. At 
Rice last year, university President 
Norman Hackerman threatened to 
take Tex-PIRG off student registration 
forms.
Yet on other campuses it is clearly 
the students themselves who are de­
ciding not to pay extra fees to  sup­
port PIRGS. Jones, Howell, and 
other PIRG officials, however, refuse 
to attribute the declines in support to 
student apathy about the groups.
Jones says the vision of the silent 
student body was a media concoction 
that does not reflect the truth.
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From The Sidelines.. .
by Richard Plowden
—Thought* while waiting for class:
Oops! I made a mistake last week. Grand Valley’s football team had 14 
members that bid blue and white uniforms good-bye Saturday. Also Steve 
Michuta was the NAiA District 23 offensive player of the week and not the 
GLIAC’S. Sorry.
Looking ahead, the Blue-White football game featuring sophomore 
quarterback Jeff Oliver vs. junior quarterback Steve Michuta will be an 
excellent game and may decide who starts next season.
One o f the nemeses of Grand Valley’s baseball team, Dive Gumpert, an 
outstanding pitcher from Aquinas College, signed a contract with the 
Detroit Tigers organization last week. I wonder what Lakers besides a 
certain second baseman will catch the eye of scouts this spring?
What ever possessed the versatile Mike Woods to come to  Grand Valley 
when he could have been competitive at a larger school?
To the surprise o f no one, tennis Coach Don Dickinson was named con­
ference Coach of the Year for guiding the women’s team to a season of 
perfection.
Wouldn’t it be great if someone started a boxing club at Grand Valley?
New field hockey coach LuAnn Scharr’s squad did not win a lot of games 
this season but they still did exceptionally well against some very good 
teams. What I’m impressed with is the fact that they were competitive even 
though a majority of the young ladies had never played the game before.
Hillsdale was picked by the conference’s coaches to finish fifth in the 
GLIAC in football and came out the champions. The coaches picked 
Grand Valley to finish the up coming basketball season fifth, maybe the 
Lakers can fool the coaches too.
Where is Hillsdale anyway?
If Gerald Busby is healthy, watch out for the Bullc ags of Ferris State’s 
basketball team.
It should be interesting to see how many All-Americans Grand Valley’s 
wrestling team will have at the end of this season. The grapplers are aver­
aging three All-Americans a year.
The Laker basketball team will have three freshman among their top 
eight players this year. These fellows will obtain experience fast, however, 
as Grand Valley plays three Mid America Conference teams: Central 
Michigan, Eastern Michigan, and Western Michigan, as part of their 
December schedule.
Where would Laker teams be without trainers like Doug (Doc) Woods?
Where would college sports writers be without Sports Information 
Directors like Don Thomas?
Who was the culprit doing all of the holding on the Laker’s offensive 
line this football season?
Ever wonder what the “ E” stands for in E. James Harkema?
Has anyone ever considered having a ‘‘Battle of the Jocks” event pitting 
the various athletic teams at Grand Valley against each other in a variety of 
activities? It might be worthwhile.
Pet Peeve Department: broadcaster Dick Nelson’s continued use of 
"nifty” while covering Laker games.
Who is Grand Valley’s strongest person? I have a hunch that it is not a 
member o f the football team.
Wouldn’t it be nice if Grand Valley had a fencing and gymnastics team?
Wouldn’t it be nice if Grand Valley had facilities fo ra  fencing and gym­
nastics team?
Has the fate o f Grand Valley’s new fieldhouse crossed anyone’s mind in 
lieu of the financial difficulties currently being experienced by the State of 
Michigan and Grand Valley?
Grand Valley's new assistant basketball coach, George Fuller, a former 
Laker, has a brother, Tony, now playing for the Detroit Pistons.
Prediction: The Laker basketball team, that plays less than half of the 
games that the Detroit Pistons do, will win more games than the Detroit 
franchise.
The Laker football team with a 7-3 record, may have won more games 
than the Pistons.
The seniors on the Laker football squad are; Craig Blanchard, Ted 
Dongvillo, Kurt Fredricks, Mike Given, Tony Koenigsknecht, Dave LeFere, 
Hubert Massey, Bill Mills, Dave Quinley, Randy Rae, Will Roach, Bill 
Sheridan, Bill Spehn, and Dave Williams. Some of these guys do not play 
the more spectacular positions and don’t sec their names in print often. 
Still they have contributed to the successes of Laker team's past.__________
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Football Squad Destroys Ferris State 35-7
by Richard Plowden
The Grand Valley State Football 
squad closed out their 1980 season 
with a bang, by blasting the Ferris 
State Bulldogs. 35-7, Saturday in Big 
Rapids.
The Lakers went into this game 
hoping to put a lid on what has been 
a season of inconsistency, in a domin­
ating fashion. They were not dis­
appointed.
While preparing to  punt after 
Ferris’ first series of downs a Bulldog
snap was fumbleo and recc./ered by 
the Lakers on the Ferris one yard line.
Rfinning back Tony Schmitt then 
took the ball over the goal line, Kama! 
Cariuty's kick was good, giving the 
Lakcn a 7-0 fiist quarter lead.
Late in the first quarter, quarter­
back Dave Quinley, playing his final 
game in a Laker uniform, hit receiver 
Mike Woods with a 36 yard touch­
down pass and Cariuty’s pat was good, 
spotting Grand Valley a 14-0 lead.
Ferris was next to go on the score-
board when Bulldog quarterback Bill 
Costner snuck the ball into the end 
zone on a one yard run.
After a scoreless third quarter the 
Lakers scored again in the fourth, this 
time on a fine IS yard run by senior 
tailback Will Roach, pat good, Grand 
Valley 21, Ferris 7.
Brian Bates recorded the next 
Laker score on a one yard run, and 
freshman speedster Brian Jones scored 
his first touchdown as a Laker, late in 
the fourth quarter, on a 13 yard 
sprint.
f
Roach saved his last for his (test 
as he gained 162 yards in 19 carries, 
including a run of 67 yards, in his 
final Grand Valley game.
Quinley completed six of 1S passes 
for 128 yards. Jeff Chadwick and 
Mike Woods has three receptions each.
The Laken end their season with a 
7-3 mark and tied for second place 
with Northwood Institute in the 
Great Lakes Conference behind cham­
pion Hillsdale College.
Quinley finished the season with 
1,570 yards passing for Grand Valley 
Mike Woods was the Laker's top re 
ceiver. hauling in 29 passes for 548 
yards and a record six touchdowns 
Tailback Will Roach gained 520 cards 
rushing on the year, while defensive 
backs Craig Blanchard, and Mike Given 
had five interceptions each.
LOOKING AS THOUGH THEY are on death row are these graduating members of Grand Valley's 
football team. Offensive linemen: Dave Williams (left). Bill Mills (center), and Bill Spehn (right)
(photos by Paul Worster).___________ ______________________ _______________ _ ____________________________
Young Wrestling Team H as Promising Outlook
by Roy Tinsley
Grand Valley’s 1980-81 wrestling 
squad looks very “promising” ac­
cording to Head Coach Jim Scott. Al­
though this year’s team is the youngest 
in Coach Scott’s career at Grand 
Valley, it looks like they have quite a 
bit of potential this season.
"We had an excellent recruiting 
year,” says Scott. "We’ve got many 
top wrestlers from across the state.” 
This year’s line-up includes nine fresh­
man and three transfer students, along 
with many of last year’s men re­
turning.
Junior Bill Rugenstein (a NCAA 
qualifier) will be the man to beat in 
the heavyweight slot, while All Ameri­
can senior Jeff Henderson (118), and 
junior Dorr Granger (134), will pose a 
threat to many in their respective 
weight catagories. Among the fresh­
man wrestling this year, seven arc 
state championship qualifiers; Tom 
Churchard at 126, Mark Henderson
(142), Andy d a rk  (134), Craig Mc- 
Manman (158), Jamie Ross (hvy), 
Lane Holms, and Dave Crim. Transfer 
students Tom Joseph (158), Bob Farr, 
and David Lee (142), round out the 
team’s newest matmen.
The nationally ranked Laker 
wrestlers have their work cut out for 
them this weekend as they face their 
toughest meet of the season,a tourna­
ment at Michigan State. One of the 
reasons the MSU tournament is so 
difficult for Grand Valley is not only 
the fact that many of the teams arc 
NCAA Divison I, but also it is so early 
in the season. Freshman have diffi­
culty in adjusting to college life, 
transfer students must adapt to 
changes, and wrestlers who also play 
football are not ready at this point. 
However, fhese are all problems that 
plague the Laker line up at the begin­
ning each year and dissipate around 
the first two weeks of December.
Coach Jim Scott has turned out 
some fine wrestlers in the past few 
years. Last year two time All
American wrestler Ron Essink was 
drafted by the Seattle Sea Hawks, of 
the National Football League. Also 
Mike Abrams, a National champ 
travelled to Japan in 1978 with Essink 
to take on some of Japan’s better 
wrestlers.
Coach Scott said “We’ve got no 
Mike Abrams or Ron Essinks coming 
back this year, but many hopefuls that 
can help our squad both this year, and 
in the next few yean to come.”
Grand Valley travels to  Michigan 
State for the first invitational of the 
season Friday and Saturday in East 
Lansing.
^te/nlSey-H.
KAPLAN
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East Lansing, Ml 
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Join the Army and 
earn college credit.
Volleyball Squad In Top Form
YOU MAY NOT know it from this photo but the Indies from Lake 
Michigan war# the ones shocked after the Lakers beet them 15-11, 
16-14 last weekend (photo by John S. Wanet)
by Fred Garrett
Primed and ready to go, tuned and 
anxious for the "big one”, th a t’s 
Grand Valley’s volleyball ceam. Fac­
ing State Tournament play this week­
end, the Lakers are anxious to prove 
that they are the best team in their 
division. Judging by their play las, 
weekend, they seem to be pole to back 
that claim up.
The Lakers defeated a good Lake 
Michigan squad, 15-11 and 16-14. 
Commented Coach Joan Boand, 
“They couldn’t hit the ball so they 
just dinked us to death. We just 
changed our defense.”
The Lakers are becoming accustomed 
to weak hitting teams trying to  hit
soft dink shots by them and it is not 
as much of a problem for them as it 
was earlier this season. Teams in 
State competition attempting this 
play will most likely find the ball re­
turned in an abrupt manner.
Valapraiso was Grand Valley’s next 
opponent, and fell 15-8 and 15-4. 
Coach Boand was noticably pleased 
saying, “We had a good weekend. We 
really played well.”
The squad seems to have jelled and 
realizes its limits and capabilities. This 
type o f knowledge should make them 
feared in this weekend’s competition.
Commented Coach Boand, “This is 
it. We can do the job, but we have to 
play well all the time.”
You can do both at the same time because the 
Army helps you be a part-time student while you re a 
full-time soldier
The Army pays up to 75% of tuition tor approved 
courses taken during off -duty hours
Call Army Opportunities
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Join the people who’ve joined the Army
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